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Abstract
Teaching parallel and distributed computing topics in a hands-on manner is
challenging, especially at introductory, undergraduate levels. Participation challenges arise due to the need to provide students with an appropriate compute
platform, which is not always possible. Even if a platform is provided to students, not all relevant learning objectives can be achieved via hands-on learning
on a single platform. In particular, it is typically not feasible to provide students
with platform configurations representative of emerging and future cyberinfrastructure scenarios (e.g., highly distributed, heterogeneous platforms with large
numbers of high-end compute nodes). To address these challenges, we have
developed a set of pedagogic modules that can be integrated piecemeal into university courses. These modules include simulation-driven activities for students
to experience relevant application and platform scenarios hands-on. These activities are supported by simulators developed using the WRENCH simulation
framework. After motivating and describing our approach, we present and analyze results obtained from evaluations performed in two consecutive offerings
of an undergraduate university course.
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1. Introduction
Teaching Parallel and Distributed Computing (PDC) topics is most effective
when students have opportunities for hands-on learning. The common approach
is to provide students with access to a PDC platform (hardware and software)
on which they can develop and/or execute programs so as to achieve various
Student Learning Objectives (SLOs). Unfortunately, instructors using this approach face several challenges.
A participation challenge stems from the need to provide students with access
to a representative platform, which is not feasible at all institutions due to lack
of resources. Even when an institution hosts suitable platforms, there may
be no straightforward mechanism to use them, or even sizable subsets thereof,
for education purposes (e.g., most platforms serve research communities and
pedagogic use can disrupt production use).
Even when students are provided with a PDC platform for a course, there are
pedagogic challenges. First, because students are only exposed to the particular
configuration of that platform, many relevant scenarios are out of reach (e.g.,
different scales, different hardware specifications of compute nodes, different
network interconnects, different software stacks). As a result, some PDC SLOs
cannot be achieved in a hands-on manner. Second, students must be trained on
platform usage mechanisms and policies. Some courses could deliberately devote
a large portion of the syllabus to these mechanisms and policies. But in other
courses this is pure overhead (e.g., introductory freshmen courses). Third, executing workloads on real-world platforms is not free: it requires time, electricity,
and in some cases funds. There are thus practical bounds on the number and/or
scale of the executions available to students, which can impede hands-on learning. Fourth, instructors typically must devote a significant amount of effort to
managing students’ use of the platform (e.g., platform monitoring and troubleshooting, interaction with platform administrators, managing scheduled and
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unscheduled platform downtimes, managing competition for compute resources
among students), which detracts from their pedagogic efforts.
The above challenges become steeper as the SLOs target more heterogeneous,
more distributed, and/or large-scale platforms. Some SLOs can be achieved
using a single multi-core computer, which typically is available to any student.
But other SLOs require a moderate-scale, commodity cluster. Some institutions
(e.g., Ph.D.-granting institutions) can provide students access to a representative cluster with relatively straightforward mechanisms and policies, such as a
batch scheduler. But even in this “easy” case the participation and pedagogic
challenges are significant enough to have prompted the exploration of alternate
approaches [1, 2, 3]. At the other end of the spectrum would be courses that
attempt to teach principles and practices of cyberinfrastructure computing, i.e.,
the execution of application workloads via services deployed on large-scale, distributed environments with heterogeneous hardware and software stacks. An
example would include the execution of a particular scientific application on a
platform that comprises clouds, batch-scheduled HPC clusters, and data hosting services, all distributed over wide-area networks. Such deployments would
be available for teaching purposes only at a few institutions, and would require
that students learn a large set of usage policies and mechanisms. Besides, given
the sheer number of relevant software and hardware configurations, it is unclear
how a single deployment provided to students could be “representative”. We
argue that the aforementioned participation and pedagogic challenges are likely
insurmountable in most university courses. And yet, it is critical to prepare
students that will join the national scientific research and engineering workforce
for a world in which cyberinfrastructure computing is the norm.
An alternative to using real-world platforms for teaching is to use simulation, i.e., simulate executions using a software artifact that mimics real-world
executions. The participation challenge is obviated as the only requirement is
that students have access to a computer on which the simulation software is
installed, such as their personal computer or a server. The pedagogic challenges
are also addressed. Simulated executions can target arbitrary hardware and
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software stack configurations, from basic (i.e., a single multi-core computer)
to complex (i.e, a distributed, heterogeneous cyberinfrastructure deployment)
scenarios. One can choose the level of details exposed to students regarding
platform usage mechanisms. Finally, simulated executions are repeatable, and,
provided an appropriate simulation framework is used, can be executed quickly
and at negligible cost.
In this work 1 , we present a set of pedagogic modules that target a range
of PDC SLOs, and specifically SLOs that focus on quantitative reasoning and
performance. Our objective is not to define a PDC curriculum, but rather to
target SLOs that: (i) have been outlined by ongoing curriculum development
efforts [5]; and (ii) can be achieved better via hands-on learning. Our modules
have few pre-requisites and are designed to be integrated piecemeal in university
courses, from freshman- to graduate-level courses, so as to complement existing
course content. A current design choice is that these modules do not require any
programming. But they include simulation-based pedagogic activities through
which students acquire knowledge by experimenting with various application
and platform scenarios in simulation. The simulations used in these activities
provide metrics related to and visualizations of simulated application executions, through which students can empirically verify their answers to relevant
questions. Students can also use simulations to explore complex design spaces
so as to learn independently, possibly with instructor-provided scaffolding. Finally, several modules include a “capstone” activity. These are case-studies in
which students apply what they have learned so far to solve problems inspired
by real-world scenarios. Our contributions are as follows:
• We describe and justify the use of the WRENCH [6, 7] simulation framework as a foundation for this work, and how it makes it possible to quickly
develop and deliver our simulation-based pedagogic activities;
• We describe a set of pedagogic modules and the PDC SLOs they target;
we detail some of the simulation-driven pedagogic activity within one of
1A

preliminary version of this work appeared in EduHPC’19 [4]
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these modules, and highlight how simulation is key to achieving SLOs in
a hands-on manner;
• We discuss evaluation results obtained in the classroom for two consecutive
offerings of the same 3rd-year undergraduate course at the University of
Hawai‘i at Mānoa; and
• We discuss and make recommendations for successful adoption of our pedagogic modules in university courses.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes the WRENCH simulation framework and shows how we use
it to implement and deliver simulation-driven pedagogic activities. Section 4
describes our pedagogic modules and the SLOs they target. Sections 5 and 6
present evaluation results obtained in the classroom, briefly explaining how
these results have led us to evolve the content and structure of our modules.
Section 7 discusses integration of our modules in university courses. Finally,
Section 8 concludes with a summary of results and perspectives on future work.

2. Related Work
Several options have been proposed to address the challenge of providing students with PDC platforms for teaching purposes when such platforms are not
readily available at their institutions. These options, which include building
low-cost platforms [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] and emulating platforms using virtualization and/or containers [14, 15, 16, 17], often do not provide platforms with
capabilities, scales, and/or performance behaviors representative of production
environments. In this work, instead, we rely on simulation to provide students
with hands-on experience on arbitrary platform configurations.
Many simulation frameworks have been developed for PDC research and development, several of which could also be used for education. These frameworks
span domains such as HPC [18, 19, 20, 21], Grid [22, 23, 24], Cloud [25, 26, 27],
Peer-to-peer [28, 29], or Volunteer Computing [30, 31, 32]. Some frameworks
have striven to be applicable across some or all or the above domains [33, 34].
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Two conflicting concerns are accuracy (the ability to capture the behavior of a
real-world system with as little bias as possible) and scalability (the ability to
simulate long-running and/or large systems with as few CPU cycles and bytes of
RAM as possible). The aforementioned simulation frameworks achieve different
compromises between these two concerns by using various simulation models.
At one extreme are discrete event models that simulate the “microscopic” behavior of hardware/software systems (e.g., by relying on packet-level network
simulation for communication [35], on cycle-accurate CPU simulation [36] or
emulation for computation). At the other extreme are analytical models that
capture “macroscopic” behaviors (e.g., transfer times as data sizes divided by
bottleneck bandwidths, compute times as numbers of operations divided by
compute speeds). Although these models are typically more scalable, they must
be developed with care so that they are accurate [37]. One of the key intellectual contributions of the SimGrid project [33] is that it employs simulation
models that are scalable (because macroscopic) and yet accurate (as shown in
several validation studies [38, 37, 39, 40, 41]). As a result, SimGrid simulations
can execute quickly on, say, a student’s laptop, and yet yield accurate results
even for complex simulation scenarios. SimGrid provides the core simulation
technology for the WRENCH simulation framework [7], which is used in this
work (see Section 3.
Simulation is used routinely as a pedagogic tool in many areas of the computer science curriculum. For instance, it is traditional to use simulation frameworks for teaching computer architecture and networks, since without simulation it can be extremely challenging to create hands-on learning opportunities
in these domains. The use of simulation as a pedagogic tool is not as prevalent in the PDC domain, likely because with some effort it is possible to use
real-world platforms for teaching purposes (albeit facing the challenges outlined
in Section 1). Several works in the early 1990’s proposed using simulation for
the purpose of parallel computing education [42, 43, 44, 45]. More recently,
the authors in [1] describe the parallel computing module of a M.S. degree in
HPC, which relies on simulation as a foundational technology. The simulation
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in use employs microscopic simulation models, thus mandating that students be
provided by an HPC platform to run simulations. In this work instead, because
we rely on WRENCH for simulations, students can easily run simulations on
their personal computers. Another recent work, Paralab teachware, is presented
in [2], which uses the Paralab system [46] to teach parallel computing concepts
and algorithms using simulation. From what information is provided in [46],
Paralab implements naive simulation models that are not necessarily representative of real-world platforms, which is problematic. Another recent related
work is that in [47], which does not point to re-usable pedagogic content but
describes the use of a particular simulator for supporting distributed systems
education. Unlike the above efforts, our work targets a broader set of PDC
SLOs (from multi-core computers to distributed cyberinfrastructures, and for a
range of application scenarios) and/or provides pedagogic modules that can be
readily integrated into existing university courses.

3. Using WRENCH for Simulation-driven Education
3.1. The WRENCH Simulation Framework
The simulators that support our pedagogic activities must be developed
based on some simulation framework. We identify four requirements for this
framework:
Requirement #1: Accuracy – The framework’s simulation models must have
been the object of validation/invalidation studies. This is so that simulated executions are realistic when compared to real-world executions.
Requirement #2: Scalability – Simulations should have low time and space complexity. This is so that simulations can be executed quickly by students
while engaged in hands-on learning.
Requirement #3: Versatility – The framework must be expressive enough to
allow the simulation of a wide range of scenarios, from a single homogeneous cluster running a vanilla parallel program all the way to multi-site
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cyberinfrastructure scenarios with diverse software and hardware stacks.
This is so that we can target a broad set of SLOs.
Requirement #4: Easy development – The framework must provide high-level
APIs that make it possible to implement simulators of complex scenarios
with low effort. This is because many simulators must be implemented
to support the many simulation-driven pedagogic activities we intend to
develop.
As discussed in Section 2, many simulation frameworks have been developed for
the PDC domain. One framework that meets the first three requirements above
is SimGrid [33, 48]. Its simulation accuracy and scalability have been shown to
be significantly better than that of its competitors [37, 33] (requirements #1
and #2). It is applicable to and has been utilized for scenarios ranging from
the simulation of MPI applications on clusters to the simulation of peer-to-peer
applications on wide-area networks (requirement #3). It has also been actively
developed for almost two decades, with a regular release schedule, a large team
of developers, and a vibrant user community. Finally, it has already been used
successfully for teaching purposes [3]. Unfortunately, SimGrid does not meet
requirement #4 above because its simulation abstractions are low-level. The
critical analysis in [49] recognizes that SimGrid provides superior accuracy and
scalable simulation capabilities, but also observes that using it to implement a
simulator of a complex system, such as distributed cyberinfrastructure scenarios,
is labor-intensive.
It is in part to meet requirement #4 that the WRENCH project [6, 7, 50]
was initiated. WRENCH builds on SimGrid, so that simulations can be accurate and scalable, but provides high-level simulation abstractions. For instance, it provides several simulated implementations of “compute services” for
bare-metal hardware resources, virtualized hardware resources, cloud platforms,
batch-scheduled clusters, or HTCondor pools. The whole set of WRENCHprovided simulation abstractions is listed on the project’s web site [50] (version
1.7 of the software was released in September 2020). As a result, implementing
simulators of complex scenarios can be done with minimal software engineering
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efforts. This is demonstrated in [7], which describes how simulators of production workflow management systems that execute scientific workflow applications
on diverse hardware/software stacks can be implemented with only a few hundred lines of code.
3.2. Implementing Simulation-driven Pedagogic Activities with WRENCH
Given the discussion in the previous section, in this work we use WRENCH
for implementing then simulation-driven activities in our pedagogic modules.
Each module is a web page that introduces concepts to students through a
narrative. For each concept students are asked questions that they must answer before proceeding forward. Many of these questions are to be answered
by running simulations. Students answer the questions in two ways: (i ) they
discover a valid answer by running simulations to explore the space of simulated executions; and (ii ) they come up with an answer through reasoning and
validate/invalidate this answer by running simulations. Students invoke simulators through an interactive web interface. They must choose relevant input
to the simulator (either guided by particular questions or independently), and
inspect visual simulation output. Most visual displays are interactive in that
students can click or hover on visual elements to be presented with more detailed
information about the simulator’s output.
The first version of our pedagogic modules, described in the next section, includes several simulation-driven activities, supported by four distinct WRENCH
simulators. Some of these simulators implement relatively complex scenarios an
yet were implemented with minimal software engineering effort. Counting C++
header and source files, but ignoring comments, these simulators are implemented in only 152, 226, 257, and 386 SLOCs.
To ensure ease-of-use and portability, all necessary software (web app, simulators, WRENCH and its dependencies) was packaged in a Docker container.
When instructed to do so, students simply ran this container on their own computers. The container started a web server on a local port, allowing students to
access a web app locally in the browser. The instructions given to students for
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running simulators were straightforward:
1. Copy-and-paste in the terminal: docker pull <name>
2. Copy-and-paste in the terminal: docker container run -p 3000:3000
-d <name>
3. Visit http://localhost:3000/
where <name> is the name of a particular Docker container. The only software
requirement was that Docker be installed.

4. The WRENCH Pedagogic Modules
4.1. Relationship to the DPC Curriculum
The objective of this work is not to define a PDC curriculum. A communitydriven, curriculum development effort has been ongoing as part of the NSF/IEEETCPP Curriculum Initiative [5]. The latest version of this curriculum was published in November 2020. It includes an extensive set of SLOs, each focused either on knowledge, on quantitative reasoning, or on programming skills. In this
work, we develop pedagogic modules that target SLOs that focus on knowledge
and quantitative reasoning as relevant to the performance of PDC applications
and platforms. To enable hands-on learning for these SLOs, our modules provide students with the ability to run experiments in simulation. For now, our
modules do not target programming skills nor skills pertaining to the practical
use of PDC platforms (see further discussion in Section 7).
Table 1 lists the specific SLOs covered by the set of pedagogic modules that
was delivered to students in undergraduate courses in Spring 2019 [51] and Fall
2019 [52] (see pedagogic evaluation results in Sections 5 and 6). The SLOs
in this list directly map to SLOs in the NSF/IEEE-TCPP curriculum, but do
not provide full coverage of the knowledge and quantitative reasoning topics in
that curriculum. We selected our initial set of SLOs in a pragmatic, top-down
fashion with the overall goal of teaching all necessarily skills to reason about
the performance of a workflow application executed on a cluster of homogeneous
multi-core compute nodes with both local and remote storage. Our latest set
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of pedagogic modules, available at https://eduwrench.org, covers many more
SLOs in the IEEE-TCPP PDC curriculum, and new modules are still under
development. We maintain an up-to-date list of which modules target which
SLOs in the IEEE-TCPP curriculum at http://eduwrench.org/teachers.
4.2. Initial Modules
Five pedagogic modules were developed and made available on-line at the
beginning of 2019, and are still available on-line at [51]. These modules were
designed to be performed as a sequence and target the following topics:
(I) Networking – In this module, students acquire essential networking concepts as they relate to the execution of programs on PDC platforms. These
concepts include notions of latency, bandwidth, and topology, and how they are
used to reason about and compute rough estimates of data transfer times.
(II) Workflows – This module introduces students to concepts necessary to
understand the structure of workflow applications; to the steps necessary for
executing these applications on a parallel/distributed platform; and to methods
for reasoning about the performance of a workflow execution on a particular
set of hardware resources. This and the following three modules use workflow
applications as a compelling context for achieving fundamental PDC SLOs.
(III) Data Locality – Building on the previous two modules, this module
introduces the general concept of data locality in distributed platforms. Students evaluate different workflow execution scenarios and experience first-hand
the impact of poor and good data locality on performance.
(IV) Parallelism – Building on the first two modules as well, this module
introduces students to notions pertaining to parallel computing (e.g., speedup,
efficiency, dependent vs. independent tasks) and parallel computing platforms
(e.g., multi-core nodes with limited RAM, multi-node clusters).
(V) Resource Provisioning – In this capstone module, students use the
concepts learned in previous modules to solve a problem based on a real-world
scenario. Students are presented with a particular workflow application and a
set of hardware resources. Given a budget, students must determine the best
11
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-

Understand how memory footprint constraints can limit parallelism

constraints

Be able to make appropriate resource provisioning decisions for a given application given budget

Be able to compare resource provisioning alternatives for a given application

of multi-core compute nodes with limited RAM capacity

-

-

-

-

Understand the tradeoff between parallelism and core utilization

Be able to estimate application execution times when tasks are executed in parallel on a cluster

-

Understand parallelism and parallel speedup

clusters

-

E

Be able to quantify the impact of data locality on application execution time

Be familiar with multi-core compute nodes and how they can be aggregated to form compute

E

-

-

-

Understand notions of data locality and data proximity

and I/O

Be able to estimate workflow execution time for a given CI deployment including computation

Understand the structure of scientific workflow applications and the notion of task dependencies

wide-area networks of heterogeneous resources

Be exposed to CI deployments that consist of storage and compute services deployed on

transfers

E

E

Be able to reason about bottleneck links and bandwidth sharing

Be able to estimate data transfer times given a topology, for both sequential and concurrent data

E

(I)

Understand notions of network topology, bandwidth, and latency

Student Learning Objective

-

-

-

-

-

E

-

-

-

E

E

E

E

E

E

(II)

-

-

-

-

-

E

-

D

D

D

D

E

D

D

D

(III)

Module

E

E

D

D

D

D

E

-

-

D

D

D

-

-

-

(IV)

D

D

P

P

P

P

D

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

(V)

Table 1: Curriculum map for our WRENCH pedagogic modules: (I) Networking; (II) work-

flows; (III) Data locality; (IV) Parallelism; and (V) Resource Provisioning. (E: Emerging, D:

Developing, P: Proficient).

Figure 1: Module (IV): CI deployment (left-hand side) and workflow application (right-hand
side).

way to spend this budget on hardware upgrades in order to minimize application
execution time.
Due to lack of space we cannot describe all of the above five modules and
the simulation-driven pedagogic activities therein. In the next section, instead,
we provide an overview of Module (IV).
4.3. Overview of Module (IV)
Module (IV) focuses on parallelism and includes several simulation-driven
pedagogic activities. The module first presents students with the platform depicted in the left-hand side of Figure 1. The deployment consists of three sites.
The site on the top left (storage db.edu) hosts a Storage Service with infinite
storage capacity. The site on the right hosts a Compute Service (accessible via
hpc.edu). These two sites are connected via a network link with 100µs latency
and 125 MB/sec bandwidth. The third site (my lab computer.edu) is where
the user resides and runs a software agent (Workflow Management System) to
orchestrate application executions using the hardware resources provided by the
Storage and Compute Services.
The application to be executed on the above platform is provided to students
as depicted on the right-hand side of Figure 1. It consists of 20 identical and
independent single-threaded tasks, each taking in a 2GB input file, computing
3600 TFlop using 4GB of RAM, and producing a 2GB output file. A last, also
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single-threaded, task takes in all these output files, computes 300 TFlop using
42GB of RAM, and produces a final 2GB output file. The first 20 input files,
are initially stored on the Storage Service at host storage db.edu. All tasks
must be executed on the Compute Service. This service has a local scratch
space (with fast bandwidth of 1250 MB/sec) to which intermediate files (i.e.,
the output files of the first 20 tasks) are written. Finally, the last output file
must be written back to the Storage Service.
The module presents the above scenario to the students in the form of a
narrative, with the depictions in Figure 1, and some review of the SLOs achieved
in previous modules. Using an example, students are introduced to the concept
of core utilization and core idle time. Students are then asked to answer a series
of questions, assuming the Compute Service only hosts one single-core node.
An example question is: “What do you expect the overall execution time to be?
Use the simulator to check your answer”. The module then evolves the scenario
to cases in which the compute node at the Compute Service has 10, 15, or 20
cores. In each case, students quantify the performance gain, or lack thereof,
and experience first-hand the interplay between core utilization and application
performance using the simulation.
In a second phase of this module, the Compute Service hosts multiple multicore nodes, which is depicted to students as in Figure 2. At the same time,
each of the first 20 tasks uses 12GB more RAM, thus limiting the utilization
of each compute node (whose RAM capacity is 80GB). The narrative explains
to students how RAM constraints impact parallelism on a compute node, and
then presents students again with a series of questions. An example question
is: “What is the minimum number of 3-core nodes that achieves the previously
determined fastest possible execution time?” Students can answer this question
analytically and check their answer in simulation, or empirically by running
several simulations to do a (manual) binary search. Other questions pertain to
core utilization, getting to the notion of which hardware investments are worthwhile (this notion is fully explored in Module (V), which focuses on resource
provisioning).
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Figure 2: Module (IV): Simulated hardware specification of the cluster used by the Compute
Service.

As described in Section 3.2, students invoke the simulator via a web interface,
entering the number of compute nodes and the number of cores per compute
node, specifying whether tasks require extra RAM, and then clicking the “Run
Simulation” button. The simulation takes less than 1 second and updates the
web page with several visualizations of the simulated execution. Figure 3 shows
a Gantt chart visualization, which displays, for each task on the vertical axis,
the task execution timeline with input read, computation, and output write.
Tasks that read/write input concurrently split the bandwidth, which is why I/O
times for the 5 tasks that start around time 3,900 are lower than that of the 15
tasks that start at time 0. Hovering above any component in this visualization
pops up a tooltip with qualitative and quantitative information (e.g., task and
file names, durations, start and end times). Another provided visualization
is the core utilization time-line shown in Figure 4. This visualization shows
idle core time due to I/O operations (e.g., the gap at time 0), due to RAM
limitation (e.g., the 6th core on a node is never used), due to imperfect loadbalancing (e.g., the 2nd and 3rd nodes are fully idle after time 3,900), and lack
of parallelism (e.g., all cores but one are idle while the last task executes). Here
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Figure 3: Module (IV): Sample Gantt chart of task executions for a platform with 3 6-core
compute nodes.

again, a student can hover over any component of this visualization to gain more
detailed information.

5. Spring 2019 Evaluation
5.1. Preliminary Evaluation
In February 2019, we performed a preliminary evaluation of our modules with
three student participants, seniors in the B.S. in Computer Science program
at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa (UHM) who volunteered due to their
desire to learn more about PDC. They were given an assignment in which they
completed modules (I) and (II) on their own. A week later, in a 1-hour session,
the pedagogic team (the first and second author) together with the students
16

Figure 4: Module (IV): Sample core utilization time-line for a platform with 3 6-core compute
nodes.

completed module (III), fielding questions. A week later, in another 1-hour
session, the participants completed as many questions as possible in module
(IV), with the pedagogic team providing scaffolding. Detailed feedback from
these students led us to make many improvements to the pedagogic narrative
and the simulation visualizations.
5.2. Classroom Evaluation
The first author regularly teaches the undergraduate Operating Systems
course at UHM. The PDC topic was added to the course syllabus for the Spring
2019 semester as follows:
1. A 30-minute lecture on PDC to motivate the topic;
2. A reading assignment in which students complete modules (I) and (II) on
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their own;
3. A 75-minute in-class interactive session during which the pedagogic team
goes through module (III), soliciting participation from students and fielding questions;
4. A 75-minute in-class interactive session during which students, either individually or in groups of up to 3, start on module (IV) with scaffolding
provided by the pedagogic team;
5. A homework assignment in which students answer four of the last (and
most challenging) questions of module (IV), with solutions to preceding
questions provided to them; and
6. Three problems on the final exam (covering SLOs #1 to #13 in Table 1),
worth 10% of the final exam grade.
We gathered qualitative and quantitative data:
• Anonymous post questionnaires about experience and perceived learning
in step 3 and 4 above;
• Anonymous pre and post knowledge tests in step 3 and 4 above;
• Informal feedback volunteered by students directly and/or entered in UHM’s
course evaluation system;
• Anonymized time-stamped trace data of student interactions with the simulation web app;
• Anonymized correlation between number of simulator invocations and
grade for relevant final exam questions.
What is missing from our evaluation data is a control group, i.e., another
group of students that are taught the same material but without using simulation. A comparison to a version of the module taught without any hands-on
experience for student would only evaluate the benefit of hands-on education,
which is already well documented. What is needed instead is a comparison to
teaching this module using a real-world PDC platform. However, as explained
in Section 1, this is difficult and typically not done (especially at the undergraduate level). This is why we advocate the use of simulation in the first place.
Besides, given the steep pedagogic challenges of using a real-world platform, the
18

Figure 5: Daily numbers of simulations executed by students (Spring 2019).

control group students would receive a vastly inferior educational experience as
part of their undergraduate education (which, from a human subject research
perspective, goes against the principle of justice).
5.3. Results
In this section, we analyze the collected data to answer three key questions.
Question #1: Are students using the simulation?

45 of the 55 students who took the final exam ran simulations. Daily simulation execution totals are shown in Figure 5. Overall 1,008 simulations were
executed in a 16-day period, with expected peak days when the reading assignment was posted, during the two in-class sessions, and leading up the homework
assignment’s due date. Note that during the first in-class session it was not a
requirement for students to run simulations, but many of them opted to “follow
along” on their own computers. For the 16-day period, and only considering
students who ran at least one simulation, each student executed 22 simulations
on average (with a maximum of 61 simulations for one student).
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Table 2: Correlation between numbers of simulations executed and average grades on PDCfocused final exam questions (Spring 2019).

# of simulations

# of students

grade average

grade coeff. var.

0

10

67.6

14.8%

1-10

14

88.8

27.6%

11-20

13

99.8

18.1%

21-30

6

81.0

21.7%

31+

12

75.5

37.0%

Module (IV), which was started in the 2nd in-class session and completed
in the homework assignment, explicitly asks students to run the simulator 7
times for particular input settings. But we find that 82% of students ran more
than 7 simulations (with the average at 21). Furthermore, we find that 40% of
simulation runs were for input settings that were not suggested to students. We
conclude that most students used simulation independently for better learning
the material and completing their assignments. And indeed, in the classroom
the pedagogic team observed groups of students “trying out” various simulation configurations out of curiosity. However, students who struggle with the
material could also be running many simulations haphazardly.
Question #2: Are students learning the material?
Table 2 shows how grades obtained by students on PDC-related final exam
questions correlate with the number of simulations that students have executed.
For each range of number of simulations executed the table shows the corresponding number of students, the average grade, and the coefficient of variance
(i.e., the standard deviation divided by the mean) as a percentage. During
in-class sessions students often worked in groups, meaning that for some students lower numbers of simulations were recorded. We find that students who
have executed no simulations perform worse than other students. Interestingly,
students who ran a lot of simulations also do not perform well, scoring a C on
average (although a few performed well, hence the higher coefficient of variance).
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This may be because most of these students struggled with the material. We
find that students who ran between 11 and 20 simulations performed best, with
almost a perfect score on average. Overall, out of the 55 students who took the
final exam, the grade distribution for the PDC-related questions was as follows:
A: 25; B: 10; C: 5; D: 6; F: 9. In Module (IV)’s pre knowledge test, only 23% of
students answered correctly the multiple-choice question: “You have two 4-core
machines, and your application has 10 independent tasks. Each task runs in 1
minute on a single core and uses only a few bytes of RAM. How fast can you
run your application?”. Scores on the final exam show that close to 82% of
students answered similar, but more difficult, questions correctly. Based on our
own observations and experience, we believe that these good results are due to
our simulation-driven approach. But due to the lack a control group, we cannot
draw a definite conclusion regarding the reason for these results.
Question #3: Are students having a positive experience?
Student feedback on their experience collected via anonymous questionnaires
was unanimously positive, with written-in comments such as “I’ve really enjoyed
the simulations and feel like they were a nice simplified introduction to some
complicated ideas” or “It was engaging and educational”. In terms of perceived
difficult of the material, 60% of students deemed it “just right”, 23% “too hard
but useful”, 10% “too hard to be useful”, and 7% answered “too easy but
useful”.
5.4. Updates to the Pedagogic Modules
Anonymous questionnaires asked students for feedback on the pedagogic content. Based on this feedback we re-structured some of the longer modules, and
added more examples and explanatory figures throughout. We also made one
significant structural change. The pedagogic modules used workflow applications as a motivating context. Because workflows are ubiquitous and compelling
(i.e., “workflows were used for computations that led to the discovery of gravitational waves”) they are a good class of application to use for motivating the
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material. But for teaching basic PDC concepts the use of workflows adds complexity to the pedagogic content, which can be overwhelming for some students.
We thus added three preliminary modules, with three new simulators, for targeting basic PDC SLOs without mentioning workflows. Finally, to our surprise,
several students had technical difficulties running Docker on their Windows 10
Home computers. So instead of enforcing the use of Docker, we opted for also
hosting our web app on a static server to which students can authenticate for
running simulations remotely. These updated pedagogic modules, which were
used in the subsequent semester, are available at [52].

6. Fall 2019 Evaluation
We used our (updated) pedagogic modules in the Fall 2019 offering of the
Operating Systems course at UHM, and performed another evaluation.
6.1. Classroom Evaluation
The PDC topic added to the course syllabus was identical to that in the
previous semester (see Section 5.2), and the pedagogic team (the first and third
authors of this paper) performed the evaluation by collecting the following qualitative and quantitative data:
• One anonymous post questionnaire about experience and perceived learning;
• Anonymized time-stamped trace data of student interactions with the simulation web app;
• Anonymized correlation between number of simulator invocations and
grade for relevant final exam questions.
6.2. Results
In this section, we revisit the same questions as in Section 5.3.
Question #1: Are students using the simulation?
58 students took the final exam and 52 of these students ran simulations. This
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Figure 6: Daily numbers of simulations executed by students.
Table 3: Correlation between numbers of simulations executed and average grades on PDCfocused final exam questions (Fall 2019).

# of simulations

# of students

grade average

grade coeff. var.

0

6

47.5

18.4%

1-10

11

69.4

15.3%

11-20

16

86.5

19.4%

21-30

4

75.3

20.4%

31+

21

81.1

48.3%

represents 89.6% of students, vs. 81% in Spring 2019. Daily simulation execution totals are shown in Figure 6. Overall 1,576 simulations were executed by 52
students in a 19-day period. On average, each student executed 30 simulations,
vs. 22 in Spring 2019 (the updated version of the pedagogic modules did not
explicitly require that students run more simulations than in their Spring 2019
versions. The pattern in Figure 6 is similar to that in Figure 5. One difference
is that more students ran simulations in between the two in-class interactive
sessions, which may indicate a higher level of engagement.
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Question #2: Are students learning the material?
Table 3, like Table 2 shows final exam grade results. As for Spring 2019, we find
that students who ran few simulations did not do well, and that students who ran
between 11 and 20 simulations did best on average. A different pattern is seen
for students who ran large number of simulations. Examining the data, we find
that, unlike in Spring 2019, about half of the students who ran 31+ simulations
score 100% on the final exam but the other half scored relatively poorly, leading
to a good average overall (but a high coefficient of variance). So although we
again see students who might have run many simulations haphazardly, we now
see students who have mastered the material and still ran many simulations
(perhaps out of curiosity).
On average, students did not do as well as in the previous semester. In the
previous semester the grade point average for the PDC questions on the final
exam is 83.8%, but for this semester it is 76.5%. To determine whether the
reason for this difference was due to the updates to our pedagogic modules,
we computed average grades for the final exam excluding PDC questions.
We find that the Spring 2019 students overall also did much better than the
Fall 2019 students (82.4% vs. 75.1% average grade), just as they did for the
PDC questions. Such differences in levels of performance between classes in
subsequent semesters is not uncommon.
Question #3: Are students having a positive experience?
Students were asked for feedback on their experience via an anonymous questionnaire. 31 of the 58 students in the class completed the questionnaire. Table 4 shows student answers to key questions. The main take-away is that most
students found the material useful and are interested in learning more about
PDC. Importantly, 80% of students felt that using simulation was very useful
for learning, and the remaining 20% felt that it was somewhat useful. Just
like in the previous semester, written-in comments were unanimously positive,
such as “I think that the simulations were really helpful in understanding the
concepts and fundamentals in action” or “I liked the simulation. It was a nice
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Table 4: Highlighted post questionnaire questions and student answers (Fall 2019).

very easy:

4

somewhat easy:

5

neither:

8

somewhat difficult:

12

very difficult:

2

very useful:

22

somewhat useful:

9

not useful at all:

0

to a great extent:

22

to some extent:

9

not at all:

0

Are you interested in learning more about

yes:

27

Parallel and Distributed Computing?

no:

4

very useful:

25

How useful is simulation to learn about Parallel

somewhat useful:

6

and Distributed computing?

not at all useful:

0

cannot tell:

0

very valuable:

24

somewhat valuable:

7

not valuable at all:

0

How easy/difficult is the material?

How useful/not useful is the material?

To what extent did the module help you learn
new things?

How valuable is the overall learning experience
in the module?

addition to visually see as well as check my work”
6.3. Updates to the Pedagogic Modules
Based on feedback from the Fall 2019 student, we integrated the simulation
app in the same web page as the pedagogic narrative and we have added practice questions throughout the pedagogic narratives. We have also created new
modules to cover more PDC SLOS (e.g., Amdahl’s law, disk I/O, client-server,
coordinator-worker), raising the number of simulators to 10. Given the large
increase in pedagogic content, we have also added an easily accessible glossary
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of terms.
This improved and expanded set of pedagogic modules is available on-line
at https://eduwrench.org. For reference purposes we still maintain the sites
that contain the versions of our pedagogic modules used in Spring 2019 [51] and
Fall 2019 [52].

7. Adoption in University Courses
Adopting our pedagogic modules in existing university courses requires no
technology buy-in since all pedagogic material, including the simulation-driven
activities, are available in the browser. The instructor can simply point students to the pages hosted at https://eduwrench.org. Students can then go
through the material, simulation-driven activities, and practice questions on the
page, whether on their own or during a lecture with instructor-provided scaffolding. Finally, the instructor can include non-practice questions provided
on that site in homework assignments and exams (solutions to these questions are provided to instructors upon request). Instructors can select which
modules, or subset thereof, to include in their courses based on their listed
SLOs. Up-to-date coverage of the NSF/IEEE-TCPP curriculum’s SLOs is listed
at http://eduwrench.org/teachers.
Our current modules focus on knowledge and quantitative reasoning SLOs,
and do not target PDC programming SLOs. Furthermore, because they require
no PDC platforms, they do not target SLOs that focus on the practical skills
that are necessary for using these platforms (note that the NSF/IEEE-TCPP
curriculum does not include such SLOs). As a result, our modules are not
sufficient for full coverage of PDC topics as there are PDC skills that can only
be acquired by developing programs and running them on real-world platforms.
This said, our modules can be adopted by instructors for (i) injecting PDC
content into courses without requiring programming; or (ii) enhancing teaching
in courses that already include PDC content and in particular that include PDC
programming. We discuss both adoption paths hereafter.
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The undergraduate Operating Systems course for which we performed our
pedagogic evaluations originally had no PDC content besides a mere introduction to the concepts of threads and mutual exclusion. Our modules made it
straightforward to inject PDC content into the course. We included coverage
of many of our modules, but it should be straightforward to include only a few
or even a single module into an existing course. Some modules are prerequisite to others, but backward references are included so that students who need
to review prerequisite material can do so (also, our web site includes an easily
accessible glossary of terms). We are currently working with instructors at our
and other institutions to include one or two of our modules in lower division
courses. A challenge may be to motivate the new PDC content, especially since
our modules only focus on knowledge and quantitative SLOs, albeit with handson experience with simulation. In our case, we provided such motivation via a
1/2-hour lecture as a preamble to going through our pedagogic modules. This
lecture introduced PDC and motivated it in the overall context of the course.
Based on student feedback, we found that this was amply sufficient. In addition,
many students were aware that PDC is a crucial topic that is not sufficiently
covered in the standard curriculum, which provided inherent motivation.
Our pedagogic modules can also be used to enhance teaching in courses that
already include coverage of PDC, including courses in which students engage
in PDC programming. Rather than replacing hands-on learning via programming, our modules provide complementary hands-on learning opportunities via
simulation. One option is for the instructor to design programming activities
related to our pedagogic modules, something we did not do in the Operating
Systems course due to lack of time in the semester. For instance, our second
module focuses on multi-core architectures, and one of the topics it covers is
load-balancing of independent tasks onto cores. It would be straightforward to
design a relevant programming assignment in which students develop a multithreaded program, using whatever programming language, and run it on their
own multi-core computers. The material in our module would (i) provide the
initial concepts necessary for students to embark on the programming assign27

ments for a particular application on their computers; and (ii) allow students
to experiment, in simulation, with a broader range of application and computer
scenarios.
Given the above, we hypothesize that our modules can both facilitate and
reinforce learning achieved via programming activities. To obtain some preliminary insight into whether this hypothesis holds, we have used several of our
modules in an upper-division Concurrent and High-Performance Programming
elective course at UHM (Fall 2020, 30 students). This course is programmingheavy as students develop many multi-threaded programs (in Java and C), as
part of a semester-long project. Students learn about fundamental parallel
computing concepts such as Amdahl’s law, overlap of I/O and computation
in multi-threaded programs, task graphs, mixed task- and data-parallelism, etc.
The programming assignments, because of the time constraints and because they
were designed around a specific real-world application, do not allow students to
experience hands-on all the ways in which the above concepts impact parallel
program executions. To complement students’ experience we have used our pedagogic modules, and in particular their simulation-driven activities. Although
we did not perform a systematic evaluation, informal student feedback as well
as the level of achievement of SLOs indicate that combining PDC programming
with in-simulation experiments was very effective. Based on this successful, if
preliminary, experience, we have started adding suggested programming activities to our pedagogic modules.

8. Conclusion
We have presented pedagogic modules for teaching PDC concepts and practices. The key aspect of this work is that these modules include simulation-based
pedagogic activities through which students can learn in a hands-on manner by
experimenting with various application and platform scenarios. These modules have few pre-requisites and, in their current form, do not require any programming. These modules can be used to inject PDC content into university
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courses. We have done so ourselves in two consecutive offerings of an undergraduate Operating Systems course, for which we have conducted pedagogic
valuations. Evaluation results show that students were engaged and actively
used the simulation, learned the material, and had an overall very positive experience. Our modules can also be used to enhance coverage of PDC content in
university courses. We have done so for an undergraduate elective Concurrent
and High-Performance Programming course, in which the modules’ simulationdriven activities were used to complement PDC programming assignments.
A clear future direction is to develop more pedagogic modules, and in particular modules that target more advanced PDC topics. These include modules
for teaching students cyberinfrastructure concepts and their underlying technologies. For instance, we have begun developing a “batch scheduler module” in
which students interact with a simulated batch-scheduled cluster subject to simulated background load, using a subset of the Slurm [53] interface. WRENCH already provides the simulation capabilities necessary for easily implementing this
and many other kinds of more advanced simulation scenarios. Broader future
plans include conducting user studies, with small groups of students, in order to
quantify the extent to which knowledge acquired through our simulation-driven
pedagogic activities translates to proficiency when using real-world systems.
We encourage instructors to browse the growing set of available pedagogic
modules at https://eduwrench.org, provide feedback, and consider adoption
of these modules in their courses.
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